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Business Documentation 

Mobile App Shielding



Company Information 

Basic Information 

Contact Information 

Company Introduction 

Wultra helps the leading European banks to make secure digital channels. Our range 

of security-related software technologies covers the whole digital banking application 

stack, be it on the web or mobile. Founded in just 2014, security solutions by Wultra 

already secure the best rated mobile banking app in the Czech Republic, an open 

banking gateway for the retail bank with over 300k clients, or a premium Internet 

banking for the most affluent clientele. 

 

Company name Wultra s.r.o.

Company address Bělehradská 858/23, 120 00 Prague, Czech Republic

Registered at 235343 C, Municipal Court in Prague

Company ID 03643174

VAT ID CZ03643174

Bank account CZ3855000000003643174999 
Raiffeisenbank a.s.

Business contact Mgr. Petr Dvořák, CEO 

petr@wultra.com 

+420 728 727 714
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Executive Summary 
New types of advanced cyber-attacks that arise these days are based on 

misusing the weaknesses in mobile operating system runtime and mobile 

app programming models. Examples of such attacks include a memory 

manipulation in a running app, repackaging of a mobile app, or injecting 

a foreign code into a running app. These attacks are impossible to 

mitigate using the standard security measures, such as cryptographic 

protection since in most cases, the attack execution invalidates the 

preconditions for such protection methods. As a result, makers of mobile 

apps must introduce the "Cherokee fight tactics". By adding robust 

obfuscation techniques and self-protecting code, it is difficult for the 

attacker to understand the inner workings of an application, and to 

prepare and execute a well-suited attack. 

We want to help your company to be prepared for these new types of attacks. To help 

you avoid possible financial damage as a result of the new sophisticated threats, and 

to prevent potential damage to your brand reputation, we are introducing our Wultra 

App Shielding technology. 

The solution includes an extensive range of runtime application self-protection (RASP) 

features for iOS and Android platforms to make the mobile application runtime secure 

without impacting the user experience. At the same time, App Shielding does not have 

any significant impact on other mobile app attributes, such as application launch 

speed, UI responsiveness, or bundle size. 

The integration into your mobile app cannot be any simpler: It is fully automated and 

does not require any programming or changes on the application back-end. 

Therefore, using the App Shielding does not negatively impact your development 

resources or the project schedule. 

We believe that you will find the Wultra App Shielding value proposition appealing 

and that you will help us build a secure world of mobile applications. 
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Technology Description 

Wultra App Shielding provides additional protection to an app runtime against highly 

sophisticated attack scenarios that target the application in a potentially insecure 

mobile operating system. 

The App Shielding works in three stages to protect your mobile app: 

✔ Prevent non-standard situations by obfuscating the app and protecting runtime. 

✔ Detect a non-standard situation when it happens. 

✔ React to the discovered problematic situation and stop the possible attack. 

These three stages of protection are implemented automatically by "re-wrapping" 

an existing application (for example *.apk or *.ipa files), by removing a code to be 

protected from the application, and by adding a protective code that later monitors 

the system interfaces and detects runtime intrusion attempts. 

The technology is integrated on the mobile application side only. There is no need to 

modify application back-end components or deploy new ones. However, the use of 

custom back-end components remains possible to monitor the application and 

App Shielding detections. 
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Solution Features 
Wultra App Shielding protects your app from: 

✔ Mobile malware. 

✔ Screen-scraping, misuse of accessibility features. 

✔ Keylogging and untrusted keyboards. 

✔ Debugger (Java Debugger, Native debugger). 

✔ Repackaging. 

✔ Running in an emulator or insecure virtual environment. 

✔ Device cloning. 

✔ Rooting / Jailbreaking. 

✔ Code-injection (Runtime Library Injection). 

✔ Screen sharing (Chromecast, AirPlay, …) 

✔ System or user screenshots. 

✔ Foreground override attacks. 

✔ Man-in-the-App, or Man-in-the-Middle. 

The solution also adds more security by: 

✔ Checking the integrity of application executables. 

✔ Verifying the integrity of application assets (images, texts, …). 

✔ Obfuscating the application code. 

✔ Key protection using the "white-box crypto". 
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Integration Procedure 

The Wultra App Shielding consists of an SDK, that allows the app developer to 

define the behaviour under non-standard situations, and of a tool for „shielding“ 

the application packages (*.ipa, *.apk) to achieve a highly obfuscated app 

version, automatically enhanced with a protective code. 

The use of the SDK is optional, and we suggest integrating the SDK in the later phases 

of a project so that some very specific situations are handled more precisely. 

License Model 
The cost structure for the Mobile App Shielding consists of two cost components: 

✔ One-time implementation fee charged separately for each platform. 

✔ Annual license fee, price tiers based on the number of monthly active users.
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